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Abstract  
The aim of this Thesis is to implement a data acquisition system for an endurance race car.  
The first part of this work, from chapter 3 to chapter 5, focuses on the selection of a suitable 
platform for the data acquisition system in vehicles. Those chapters present a study of 
desired specifications, an analysis of available options, and the justification of the selected 
platform.  
The development of the complete system would exceed the scope of a single Bachelor 
Thesis. Therefore, only one of the functionalities has been developed in this work. 
The second part of this work, chapters 6 to 10, presents the development process of the 
vehicle's CAN1
It has been also developed the support library and a short demonstration application to test 
board functionalities.  
 bus logging functionality. For this purpose, it has been developed a printed 
circuit board to provide the main platform with the following additional hardware features:  
Real Time Clock, microSD card slot and the CAN bus transceivers.  
Resum 
L'objectiu d'aquest Projecte Final de Carrera és la implementació d'un sistema per la 
adquisició de dades en vehicles de carreres de resistència. 
La primera part d'aquest treball, des del capítol 3 al 5 es centra en la selecció d'una 
plataforma per l'adquisició de dades en vehicles. Aquest capítols presenten un estudi de les 
funcionalitats desitjades en el sistema, una anàlisi de les diferents alternatives disponibles i 
la justificació de la plataforma escollida. 
                                                          
1 CAN (Controller Area Network). It is a data bus present on motor vehicles. 
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El desenvolupament del sistema complet sobrepassa l'abast d'un únic projecte d'enginyeria 
tècnica. Per aquesta raó  aquest treball només s'ha centrat en la implementació de la 
funcionalitat principal del sistema.  
La segona part d'aquest projecte, capítols 6 a 10, mostra el procés de desenvolupament de 
la adquisició de dades del bus CAN del vehicle. Per aquest propòsit s'ha implementat una 
placa de hardware que aporta a la plataforma les següents noves funcionalitats: rellotge en 
temps real, accés per a targetes microSD, transceptors de bus CAN. 
També s'ha desenvolupat una llibreria de suport i una petita demostració de la aplicació per 
provar el funcionament del dispositiu.  
Resumen 
El objetivo de este Proyecto Final de Carrera es diseñar un sistema para la adquisición de 
datos en vehículos de carreras de resistencia. 
La primera parte de este trabajo, capítulos de 3 a 5, se centra en la selección de una 
plataforma para la adquisición de datos en vehículos. Estos capítulos presentan un estudio 
de las necesidades, un análisis de alternativas disponibles y la justificación de la selección.  
El desarrollo del sistema completo sobrepasa el alcance de un único proyecto de ingeniería  
técnica. Por esta razón el alcance de este trabajo se centra en la implementación de una 
parte del sistema.  
La segunda parte de este proyecto, capítulos 6 a 10, muestra el proceso de desarrollo de la 
adquisición de datos del vehículo. Para esta finalidad, se ha implementado una placa de 
hardware que amplía las funcionalidades de la plataforma con las siguientes novedades: 
reloj en tiempo real, acceso para tarjetas microSD, transceptores de bus CAN.  
También se ha desarrollado una librería de soporte y una pequeña aplicación para mostrar 
el funcionamiento del dispositivo.  
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Glossary of signs, terms and abbreviations  
 ASCII Text format standard 
 Breadboard Prototyping solderless board. Components are plugged. 
 Breakout board Small printed circuit board with a very basic functionality. 
 Baud Bits per second (transmission rate) 
 Bps Bits per second 
 CAN Controller Area Network 
 CSV Comma Separated file format  
 DAC Digital Analog Converter 
 DIP Type of integrated circuits package 
 IDE  Integrated Development Environment  
 IC Integrated Circuit 
 Library Collection of reusable code functions.  
 MHz Mega Hertz 
 microSD Type of flash memory card 
 PCB Printed Circuit Board 
 Protoboard Prototype board (of different types) 
 PTH Plated-Through Hole electronic component 
 PWM Pulse Width Modulation 
 RTC Real Time Clock 
 SAE Society of Automotive Engineers 
 SD Secure Digital; Memory card type. 
 SMD Surface Mounted Device 
 Shield  Name given in Arduino lingo to a complementary 
hardware board that can be plugged on top of the main 
board or other stackable shields. 
 SOIC Type of integrated circuits package 
 SPI Serial Peripheral Interface bus. Synchronous serial bus 
for short distance communication 
 Transceiver A device that comprises a transmitter and receiver in a 
single circuitry. 
 TWI (I2C) Two Wire Interface bus. Low speed peripheral bus 
 USB Universal Serial Bus 
 UART Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter 
 Via small platted drilled hole between both sides of the board 
that connects PCB planes. 
 Wi-Fi Local area Wireless networking 
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Introduction  
This thesis presents the development of a data acquisition system for vehicle data. Data 
logging acquisition system gives engineers the opportunity to collect information to know 
what is happening in a machine or environment. In the automotive Data acquisition plays an 
important role both in production and race vehicle engineering. Since a few years I have 
been involved in the automotive sector both professionally and in my free time, for this 
reason this thesis focuses on data acquisition on vehicles.  
Background and motivation 
The idea of developing a data logger comes from my experience in the university competition 
Formula Student2
The project "Beyond the Formula Student" began in the year 2013 and it consisted in the 
formation of an amateur racing team to participate in endurance races with a Nissan Juke. 
This project was an enterprise-university partnership with the goal of encourage the training 
of vehicle engineers, following the path that had begun with university competitions like the 
Formula Student. This vehicle will be used to test new research and engineering ideas and 
also as a platform for Master and Bachelor Thesis.  
. At that time it was not possible to develop such a tool due to the 
concentration of efforts in developing a completely new car. However a new chance to begin 
the development of a measurement system came when some former students together with 
the university UPC - Barcelona Tech created the Project "Beyond the Formula Student" 
Figure 0-1 shows the vehicle on the 
Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya race track to participate in the 24h Barcelona Endurance 
Race in September 2014, a race that the team vehicle was able to finish successfully.  
 
                                                          
2Formula Student is a University competition where students from all around the world design and construct a 
single seat vehicle to participate in events where the engineering design is evaluated by a professional jury and 
the performance of the cars proved on the track through different tests including an endurance race.  
Since 2010 one of these events is organized every summer on the Barcelona-Catalunya racing Circuit. The 
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya has currently teams on the following schools of Engineering: ETSEIB, 
ETSEIAT and EUETIB.  
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Figure 0-1 the vehicle of the "Beyond the Formula Student" project at the Circuit Barcelona-Catalunya. 
The aim of this thesis 
Following the team's motivation of encouraging research and development, it was considered 
necessary to develop a custom data acquisition platform that could be adapted to the team 
research needs in the following years.  
This bachelor thesis presents a customised data acquisition system for an amateur race car 
vehicle. It covers only a part of the development of this platform, focusing on the selection of 
the platform itself, and the implementation of one of the core functionalities: the logging of 
vehicle Controller Area Network (CAN) bus data. 
Chapter structure 
Chapters 1 and 2 provide the background information of this thesis. Chapter 1 presents the 
thesis scope and goals, whereas chapter 2 provides some context on the field of study. 
Chapters 3 to 5 focus on the selection of the platform. Chapter 3 presents the features 
desired in the acquisition system, Chapter 4 shows the process to select the platform and 
chapter 5 presents the selected platform main features.   
Chapters 6 to 10 describe the development of the CAN bus data logger. Chapter 6 focuses 
on the development of the additional hardware whereas Chapter 7 presents the 
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manufactured board in detail. Chapter 8 contains the description of the firmware 
programmed. Chapters 9 and 10 show the tools used to test the developed solution. 
The last 2 chapters, 11 and 12 show the project plan and a costs analysis of the project. 
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1 Thesis purpose 
The aim of this thesis is the development of a custom-built data acquisition system to be 
used in the vehicles of the "Beyond the Formula Student" Project. The work presented here 
is the beginning of further research projects in measurement technology.  
The research of the Data logging system has been divided in several steps that will be 
developed in sequence. This thesis will be focused on the first of those steps covering the 
following goals: 
• Selection of a development board platform for the whole research. 
• Construction of complementary hardware to provide the development board with the 
necessary capabilities. 
• Programming of the microcontroller firmware 
• Design and implementation of a demonstrative example 
• Test of developed platform with a simulated vehicle Electronic Control Unit (ECU).  
• Use of a compatible application to show the data stored in log files. 
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2 State of the art  
This chapter presents a short background in the thematic of this bachelor thesis. The first 
section tries to answer why it is necessary to implement data logging in vehicles research. 
The following section describes briefly the evolution of electronics in the vehicles, a key 
aspect in the development of the CAN bus. The last section offers a short but detailed 
description of the bus protocol, the most extended communication protocol in current cars.  
2.1 Data logging in vehicle setup and development 
Vehicles like many other machines allow the modification of their setup, and the modification 
of this setup can bring advantages. Data logging and subsequent data analysis play a key 
role in providing important information to evaluate machine performance and potential 
improvement areas. 
Data logging had experienced a small revolution in the last decades. In the past, vehicle data 
measurement and recording required the installation of expensive and heavy equipment on 
vehicles: Figure 2-1 shows a Mercedes Benz measuring vehicle in 1960. It was built specific 
for the testing department and it needed to be connected by a long cable with the test 
vehicle.  
 
Figure 2-1 Mercedes Benz measuring vehicle, 1960. Mercedes Museum (Stuttgart, Germany) 
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Luckily, the introduction of electronics in vehicles, has significantly simplified the data 
collection on vehicles, since those electronic units integrated in the vehicle feature their own 
sensors and share their data through buses. Additionally, the evolution of electronics has 
also miniaturized the external measurement units to tiny boxes that can be fitted in any spot 
of the car as shown in Figure 2-2. 
 
Figure 2-2 Modern measuring equipment on a car trunk. 
In the case of vehicles, data logging helps in the improvement of vehicle and driver in race 
cars. It is also an important tool in production cars, where data from testing vehicles is logged 
in order to analyse vehicle performance under extreme conditions or to evaluate quality and 
maintenance issues through long range endurance tests. 
In production vehicles this setup tries to match a wide compromise over all expected road 
conditions, and is done considering the needs of average drivers. Some sports vehicles, 
moreover, give the option to choose between some predefined setups to match different 
driving tastes with just the push of a button.  
Race car vehicles, in contrast to production cars, modify their setups constantly to draw the 
maximum performance of the car on changing race conditions, both between races and 
during a single race. There is a very big difference in the setup depending on the purpose of 
the race car: Qualifying, endurance race or sprint; the track type, asphalt or dirt; fast or 
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twisty; weather conditions: warm, cold, dry or rain; and even the vehicle conditions 
themselves could change significantly during the race: fuel tank looses mass, wheels grip 
changes, etc.  
Therefore, race cars use additional sensors to increase the precision of car monitoring. This 
data is stored and analysed, looking for extreme values and its proportion over time, 
identifying switching points. In known circuit track layout, curves can be categorized to 
compare different drivers or driving guidance among other factors. [1] 
2.2 Electronic Control Units in vehicles 
In the early 80s, the automobile industry introduced the first electronic controls systems in 
pursue of more safety and comfort and the reduction of pollution and costs. The use of 
electronic devices on current vehicles has expanded to almost all systems in the vehicle. 
Engine management systems, active and passive security systems like ESP or Airbag, or the 
comfort systems like cruise controls are some examples. Those electronic systems are 
grouped in Electronics Control Units (ECU) with some of them featuring sensors that provide 
data that must be shared between different devices for the proper operation of the vehicle. 
These data can be logged and monitored in order to modify vehicle performance. 
2.3 Controller Area Network (CAN)  
The first electronic devices featured each their own communication system. This had the 
drawback of an increased wire harness due to the configuration of multiple bus lines, with an 
impact in vehicles costs and weight. In 1983 Robert Bosch GmbH started the development of 
a communication protocol that was presented at the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 
in 1986. The latest CAN specification from Bosch, CAN 2.0, was published in 1991 [2] In 
1993 CAN was standardized in ISO 11898 and ISO 11519. Originally designed for 
automotive networks, today CAN is used in a broad range of fields such as aerospace, 
maritime, industrial automation or medical equipment. 
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Current vehicles use around fifty ECUs connected through more than one independent 
network with different configurations depending on the purpose of the ECUs involved. Those 
networks can communicate with each other through gateways. 
 
Figure 2-3 ECUs in modern vehicles. Source: Daimler AG. 
Main features 
The CAN bus is a serial data bus designed to communicate electronic control systems 
without a host in electrically noisy environment. It is based in a simple asynchronous and fast 
protocol that allows the exchange of short messages between one ECU and any other 
device on the same network. 
The main features are: 
• It is a multi-master network, were all units can start sending messages at any time. 
• Multicast reception with time synchronization. 
• All messages are transmitted in a predefined format, and data can be requested from 
other units through a specific message format. 
• Flexibility, as the units do not have any identifying information like an address. Units 
can be added to or removed from the bus without the need to do any change on 
software, hardware or application layer. 
• Communication speeds up to 1 MBit/s. There is a set of available transmission rates 
up to 1 Mbps. The only condition is that all units on the same network must use the 
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same communication rate. However, networks with different configurations can be 
communicated through gateways. 
• High reliability through extensive CRC checking by every node. All units can detect 
and notify errors, with retransmission of corrupt messages. 
• Connection of multiple units. There are no logical limits in the number of units that 
can be connected to a bus, but for physical limitations due to electrical load and 
transmission delays. This is related to the configured transmission rate of the 
network: the higher the transmission rate, the lower the maximum number of units 
and the shorter the maximal bus length due to the physical limitations.  
• High immunity to electromagnetic interferences. Due to a physical layer conceived to 
operate in electrically noisy environments. 
Basic concept 
Any connected unit can start the transmission of a new message when bus is free. The 
information is sent in fixed format messages of different length of up to 8 bytes of data.  
An arbitration process takes places when 2 or more units try to transmit messages at the 
same time. The unit trying to transmit the message with higher priority gains the bus access 
and continues the transmission normally, while the other units must cancel transmission and 
wait to the next time the bus is free. With this method simultaneous bus access requests are 
resolved with the survival and transmission of the higher priority message without losing 
bandwidth. 
The priority of each message is stated through its unique identifier. The lower the ID, the 
higher is the priority. 
The protocol includes the transport, data link and physical layers of the OSI reference model. 
Bus physical layer 
A CAN bus comprise only a twisted pair (2) of wires, named CAN H (High) and CAN L (Low), 
However the trunk of wiring can be up to 4 wires, when additional common ground and 
power supply is necessary. Depending on the bus speed a termination resistor must be 
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connected between the CAN_H and CAN_L at each end of the bus to avoid reflexion of 
signals. The ISO 11898 recommends 120 Ω impedance for high speed buses. Figure 2-4 
shows a typical connection Diagram. 
 
Figure 2-4 CAN bus connection diagram with terminal resistors. 
The information is coded using two voltage levels. The controller determines the level of the 
bus by the potential difference between those two wires. The bus has two possible states 
Dominant and Recessive as shown in Figure 2-5. In the recessive state, both CAN_L and 
CAN_H are at 2,5V. In the dominant state CAN_L voltage level changes to 1,5V level and 
CAN_H changes to 3,5V, with a 2V difference between them.  
CAN networks behave like a wired “AND gate” logic. If a single node writes a dominant bit 
(zero), the entire network will be at dominant state. Only when all nodes write the recessive 
bit (one) will be the network at recessive state. 
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Figure 2-5 CAN bus states: dominant (logical '0') and recessive (logical '1'). 
CAN bus use a non return to zero (NRZ) line code to keep down the number of transitions. 
However, the lack of a clock signal and an idle state can drive to synchronizing problems. 
For this reason the protocol introduces an additional complementary bit every time 5 bits with 
the same level are detected. Receivers must ignore those additional bits when decoding.  
Data Link Layer / Arbitration 
This layer converts the signals received from the physical layer in meaningful messages, 
control the transmission. This includes the assembly of message frames, the arbitration of 
data collisions and error detection and/or notification.  
The bus arbitration method in CAN is the Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection 
with Arbitration on Message Priority (CSMA/CD+AMP), being the collision arbitration process 
one of the central features of CAN.  
Types of frames 
There are five types of frames: 
• Data frame: it is used to transmit a data from a node to the bus.  
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• Remote frame: a node request information from a message ID. The node that has 
this information sends it afterwards in a data frame.  
• Error frame: It is sent when a faulty frame is detected to notify all other nodes that 
information is wrong, what normally cancels the message transmission. 
• Overload frame: forces the other nodes to increase the time between frames to 
allow the sending of low priority messages  
• Interframe space: separates frames from its proceeding. 
The data frame is the most common frame in CAN bus and is explained in detail. Please 
refer to the references for detailed information on the other frame types.  
The CAN data frame format 
The data frame can transmit up to 8 bytes of data. Figure 2-6 shows the fields of this frame. 
 
Figure 2-6 CAN data frame format with length of each field in bits. Source: Wikimedia Commons 
  
Reading from the left to the right, the CAN Data Frame begins with a dominant start bit, Start 
Of Frame (SOF). Notice that while idle the bus is in recessive state, therefore transition from 
idle to dominant is considered start of frame. 
Next field is the CAN message identifier, with 11-bit length in base format and 29-bit length in 
extended format. This field is part of the arbitration process and each message ID must be 
unique in the network. This means that a CAN ID cannot be transmitted by more than one 
node at a time. Following there are 3 control bits. 
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DLC (Data Length Code) specifies how many data bytes are in the frame. Although it is a 4-
bit field only values from 0 to 8 are allowed. 
The data field contains as many data bytes as specified in the DLC code. Therefore, the bit 
length of this field is a multiple of 8, from 0 up to 64 bits.  
After the data field there is the 15-bit Cyclic Redundancy Checksum (CRC) and the CRC 
delimiter bit. Receiving nodes have one bit time to compare CRC calculated internally on the 
received data with the CRC field on frame.  
Following there is the Acknowledge field (ACK), made of two bits: the ACK slot and the ACK 
delimiter. The ACK slot is transmitted in recessive state from the sending node, but this bit is 
modified to dominant state by all receiving nodes when they have performed the CRC 
successfully. If the last delimiter is recessive it confirms that all nodes received the frame and 
matched the CRC.  
The data frame ends with an end of frame sequence of 7 consecutive recessive bits.  
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3 Specifications 
This chapter presents the specifications of this work. These specifications have been divided 
in two main parts: in first place a platform must be selected to do this thesis project but also 
other future works; the second group of specifications focuses on the functionalities that will 
be developed in this thesis. 
3.1 Platform specifications 
The selection of the hardware platform must include current needs, but also anticipate some 
future trends, to allow the progressive development on the same platform. Therefore, to 
elaborate the hardware specifications it has been done an effort to advance some of the 
future needs of a data logging system in a vehicle.  
The following list shows the identified specifications divided into functionality requirements 
and hardware requirements. The first group lists functionalities the platform must be able to 
do. The second group enumerates some hardware requirements and limitations due to the 
installation on a vehicle. Some of the functionality requirements are covered in this thesis, 
letting the remaining of them for future works.  
Functionality requirements: 
• Data acquisition. Design a platform to store vehicle information from a defined set of 
signals while vehicle is running.   
• Flexibility. It is expected that the signals to measure will change with the time, in 
order to fit race team development needs. Configuration changes of signal lists and 
CAN buses must be simple. 
• Data visualization. Implement an easy application, script or macro that allows the 
visualization and analysis of logged data. In further works a proper application could 
be developed. 
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• Remote transmission of data. Transmission of data from the vehicle to a remote 
station, including short range technologies, like Wi-Fi, and long range technologies 
like UMTS.   
• Data format compatibility. Consider the compatibility of data files with some existing 
commercial utilities. Some commercial tools have published own and bridge data 
formats. It should be analyzed if some of these formats could be used in order to 
provide some compatibility with existing hardware and software. In case of using a 
custom format, a conversion tool would be desirable.  
Hardware requirements: 
• Upgradable hardware. Use a solution that allows the adaptation of hardware to the 
expected changing conditions while developing a racing vehicle. Some examples 
could be the addition of new hardware components like GPS, connection of sensors, 
connection of display elements. 
• Low power consumption. As the device will be installed in a vehicle and battery 
powered. 
• Vibrations resistant. A race car is an ambient with a lot of vibrations. The device 
should avoid as much as possible the presence of mobile parts (like hard discs) and 
minimize the number of connectors.    
Other desirable requirements: 
• Open Source technology that allows the use and adaptation of existing collaborative 
libraries. 
• A platform with some years of temporary duration on the market, that guarantees the 
platform is not obsolete, or out of production within a short time. 
• A broad range offer of hardware complements and libraries, to allow a faster 
development of further functionalities.    
Although these needs could and will change as vehicles develop, it has brought enough 
information to select a platform with enough resources to hopefully last some years before a 
new platform is needed. 
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3.2 CAN bus logger specifications  
The previous chapter has presented the specifications of a platform that must be employed 
in a wide set of functionalities. This chapter, on the other hand, narrows the focus to the first 
of those functionalities: the data logging of CAN bus messages. 
Therefore, the specifications for the logging of CAN bus messages are the following: 
• Read standard and extended CAN bus messages from the vehicle 
• Filter CAN messages through single or range of message IDs 
• Recording of complete messages 
• Recording of message signal data 
• Save timestamp of the message arrival 
• Save Date and Time 
• Save messages data in ASCII format 
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4 Platform selection 
4.1 Evaluation of alternatives 
After a benchmarking of current development platforms the devices can be divided in two 
main groups according to their hardware properties: 
• Microcontroller devices 
• Microcomputer devices 
The following table shows the pros (▲) and cons (▼) of each technology: 
Topic Microcontroller Minicomputer 
Power 
consumption 
▲ Need less power, consumes less 
energy 
▲ Microcontrollers are often 
powered with batteries so low 
energy consumption is normally 
carefully considered. 
▲ Additionally a slower processor 
unit consumes fewer resources.  
▼ More clock frequency implies 
higher power consumption. These 
devices are equipped normally 
with more devices/options than 
microcontrollers; therefore the 
power consumption is higher than 
microcontrollers. 
Robustness ▲ Due to its simplicity in comparison 
to minicomputers it is more 
robust against changing 
conditions.  
 
▼ The increased complexity of an OS 
makes a minicomputer not so 
stable against changing conditions 
that can happen in a vehicle like 
power surge peaks, 
electromagnetic and 
temperatures issues or power 
shutdowns.  
▼ It needs a proper power up and 
shut down. 
Power up and 
shutdown 
▲ A simpler Control unit and 
reduced number of features allow 
a fast setup. Therefore a 
microcontroller can start 
processing data short after power 
up. 
▲ It can be turned off through direct 
power down. 
▼ Need some time to load the OS 
before being ready to process 
data. It may miss the first events 
on CAN bus. 
▼ Requires some time to shut down 
before power down. Direct power 
down can corrupt the OS. 
Programming ▲ Simpler programming, as most of 
its specifications are hardware 
based.  
▼ Limitations in memory use and 
computing capacity. 
▼ Programming could be more 
complex due to the presence of an 
operative system 
 
▲ Allows fast complex calculations 
and analysis.  
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Topic Microcontroller Minicomputer 
Capacity / 
specifications 
▼ Lower space for program memory 
and RAM memory. 
Processor clock slow in 
comparison to microcomputers. 
Slower event handling. 
▼ More complex handling of 
multiple tasks.   
▲ Faster processor clock allows 
more operations per second. 
▲ Multitasking is a core design 
feature. 
▲ Large amount of Program memory 
and RAM memory. With faster 
access as microcontrollers.  
 
Scalability ▼ Allows less scalability as the 
memory and processor options 
cannot be improved. 
▲ Some new designs include 
expansion ports to add new 
hardware options. 
▲ Allows more scalability through 
expansion of the memory, or 
multiple expansion ports. 
Table 4-1 Comparative between microcontroller and minicomputer. 
Considering the specifications of this project a microcontroller solution has been chosen due 
to the following reasons: 
• The requirements of computing power are not enough to justify a Minicomputer. 
There is no high volume Data post-processing with complex calculations or audio or 
video media as the system works with raw CAN data and some content filtering.  
• The microcontroller can work without Operative System (or a very simple one, like 
some RTOS or uLinux). This simplicity makes them more robust, and able to start 
faster as a Minicomputer. This allows logging the early messages exchanged on CAN 
buses after vehicle power up. 
The following microcontroller platform alternatives have been considered:  
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Arduino UNO(2)  Netduino plus 2 
Arduino DUE  Olimexino STM32(3) 
BLEduino (2)  Parallax Propeller ASC+(2) 
chipKIT Max32 Board  Parallax Propeller C3(2) 
chipKIT WF32 Board(3)  Pinguino PIC32 - OTG (2) 
DE0-Nano Cyclone FPGA Board(1)  PIC32 Pinguino MICRO(2) 
DigiSpark(2)  Pinguino MX220(2) 
DuinoMiteMega(3)  Sparkfun Wiring S(2) 
EA LPC4088 QuickStart Board  ST Nucleo F103RB(3) 
Geogram One(2)  StarterTRAK KEA 128-MCU Dev Kit(3) 
Hercules TMS 570(2)  STM32 F401C-Discovery(2) 
Leaflabs Maple(3)  STM32F3-Discovery kit(3) 
Libelium Waspmote(3)  STM32F407 4 Discovery 
LPCXpresso11U37H (OM13062) (3)  Teensy 3.1(3) 
mbed LPC1768(3)  Tinyduino(2) 
MPC563xM StarterTRAK Development Kit  u-blox C027(3) 
Table 4-2 Analyzed microcontroller boards (in alphabetical order). 
FPGA boards (1) have been discarded, although considered an interesting alternative, due to 
the lack of experience with FPGA systems could be a potential handicap during the 
development of the thesis.  
The boards that implemented a chip without CAN transceiver in chip (2) were discarded due 
to the lack of CAN bus controllers. Although those boards could implement external CAN 
controller devices and communicate with them via a standard communication bus like SPI or 
I2C it has been considered a drawback against other microcontroller chips with this 
functionality implemented in some of their pins. 
Among the boards with CAN transceiver capability, those with only a single CAN channel (3), 
have been also discarded. Although it is initially intended to log data from a single CAN bus, 
a second channel would be desirable to add CAN bus based sensors or to log a second bus 
on the car. Table 4-3 shows the final list of the platforms considered. 
Arduino DUE 
chipKIT Max32 Board 
EA LPC4088 QuickStart Board 
MPC563xM StarterTRAK Development Kit 
STM32F407 4 Discovery 
Table 4-3 List of final eligible platforms for the project. 
The next step in a professional environment would be to buy all the eligible boards and test 
them on a laboratory to do a proper comparison of capabilities. However such a test would 
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take a very long time und would need a budget not available for this bachelor thesis. For this 
reason, such study is out of scope of this thesis, considering all remaining eligible boards 
equally valid. Therefore, the selection of the final board has been done considering 
secondary factors like community size, supplier website, available documentation and 
tutorials, and also personal taste.  
4.2 Proposed platform 
The Arduino Due, shown on Figure 4-1, has been the final selected board. This board 
features are explained in detail in chapter 5. 
 
Figure 4-1 Arduino Due board. 
The main reasons were: 
• It is part of an open source Hardware project 
• There is a large amount of complementary hardware most of them with available 
technical description. 
• There is a large availability of software libraries, almost all of them written under an 
open source license or similar. 
• There are large amounts of online and offline support material, like courses, tutorials, 
videos and forums, as well as published books. 
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• There is a big and very active community of users that keep the project alive and from 
whom it is easy to get support from countless forums, clubs and shops. 
• Finally the platform Arduino provides a very simple Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE) but there are also many plug-ins for advanced IDEs like 
Eclipse[3], Microsoft Visual Studio[4] among others available on Arduino's official 
website [5]. 
Arduino started as a project for students of interaction design, whom did not have a very big 
technical background in electronics and programming. Nowadays it is a very popular platform 
available worldwide. The key features to that success are its simplicity, low cost and open 
source background: 
• Compared to other development boards it is easy to setup and use and it is only 
necessary an USB cable and the free Arduino IDE software to start playing with it, 
without need of other hardware like programmers, filters and hard to find specialized 
cables. 
• It is based on easy to find and cheap microcontrollers and parts, and it has a very 
competitive price. 
• On the one hand an easy to use hardware and software approaches this technology 
to non specialized users. On the other hand, the open source philosophy since its 
conception, both in hardware and software, makes it possible for advanced users to 
tap into the hardware and do more advanced applications. 
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5 Arduino Due microcontroller platform 
Arduino is an Open-Hardware microcontroller platform designed to interact with external 
devices and components. Arduino Due is the first Arduino board based on ARM 
microcontrollers that increases the computing power by an order magnitude compared to the 
other board's ATMEL ATmega microcontrollers.  
The main features of the Arduino DUE board [6] are:  
• Microcontroller:  Atmel SAM3X8E ARM Cortex-M3 CPU (AT91SAM3X8E) [7] 
• Operating Voltage:  3.3V 
• Power Input voltage:  6-20V (recommended 7-12 V)  
• Clock speed:  84 MHz 
• Flash memory:  512 KB 
• SRAM:  96 KB 
• Digital I/O Pins:  54 (12 of them provide also PWM outputs) 
• Analog Input Pins:  12 
• Analog Output Pins:  2 (Digital Analog converters) 
• UART ports:  4 
• USB ports:  2   
• CAN bus:  2 (CAN controller only) 
• TWI (I2C) bus:  2  
• SPI bus:  1  
This is the first board of the Arduino Family based on 32-bit ARM controller. According to 
Arduino reference page, the main advantages compared to classic Arduino boards are:  
• A 32-bit core, that allows operations on 4 bytes wide data within a single CPU clock.  
• CPU Clock at 84 MHz.  
• 96 Kbytes of SRAM.  
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• 512 Kbytes of Flash memory for code.  
• A DMA controller that can relieve the CPU from doing memory intensive tasks.  
• 2 SPI buses instead of one 
• A second (native) USB bus connected directly to the microcontroller, which can be 
used to connect peripherals like a mouse or a keyboard. 
However, unlike other Arduino boards the Arduino DUE works with 3.3V microcontroller that 
tolerates a maximum voltage of 3.3V in Input / Output pins. Previous Arduino boards are 
based on 5V power supply; therefore, shields and other complementary hardware for 
Arduino are in general not compatible with Arduino Due and provide 5V on input/output pins 
could damage the board. This reduces the number of shields available for the board, but 
many of them, especially those that use 3.3V IC in their circuitry are still compatible with 
Arduino Due. 
Programming environment 
Arduino boards can be programmed in C++ using Arduino IDE, or traditional development 
environments like Eclipse, or Visual Studio by using available plug-ins.  
Arduino IDE is a very basic programming environment based on Processing language with 
the ability to program the board via standard USB connection. 
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6 CAN bus logger development 
This chapter describes the process followed to develop the Shield hardware.  
Following chapters explain the process of design and construction of a custom shield board 
for the Arduino Due platform. 
6.1 Evaluation of alternatives  
After a search it was not found any shield with all the requisites available European market. 
There were some products that offered some of the desired functionalities but none of them 
fulfilled the specifications completely.  
The two most suitable shields found were:  
• Togglebit Arduino Due CANShield[8] 
• EVTV Shield [9]  
 
Figure 6-1 EVTV Shield (left) and Togglebit Shield (right). Source: evtv.me,  togglebit.net 
 
Togglebit Arduino Due CAN Shield 
Togglebit Arduino Due CAN Shield has only a pair of CAN transceiver part and a big matrix 
prototyping surface. It has a price of 50 US $ and it is not available on European market, 
what implies international shipping with high delivery rates.  
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It does not has all the features desired, lacks the Real Time Clock and the SD card slot and 
circuitry. It would be possible to solder some of these parts on the prototyping surface but 
this would not be a very clean solution. Therefore, this shield option has been discarded. 
EVTV CANDue CAN Bus Shield 
EVTV solution is sold as a Kit which include the shield, an OBDII - DB9 cable and an Arduino 
Due clone for a price of 149$. As it is not available on European distributors, high 
international shipping rates and longer delivery time must be considered.  
This shield is closer to the desired solution, as it includes the CAN transceivers, the microSD 
card slot, a 256KB EEPROM. However, there is not a Real Time Clock; the two CAN 
channels have different connectors, one with screw terminals, and the other a DB9 terminal. 
Moreover, this shield does not include expansion headers, what does not allow the stacking 
of more shields above it.  
This alternative was discarded due to the design drawbacks and the high cost of the shield, 
especially because the shield cannot be bought as standalone part but as a Kit what makes 
the cost very expensive. 
Conclusion 
For the reasons given in chapter 6.1, none of the alternatives suits the project needs. 
Therefore, the first goal of this thesis is the development of a custom design of the shield that 
fulfils this project needs. 
6.2 Hardware development methodology 
Hardware development has played an important role in this thesis. The methodology used to 
develop the hardware divides the implementation process in three phases. In each of these 
phases the design has been refined to the final solution in the last one as it is described 
below: 
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Design 1: Solderless breadboard prototype 
In first place the circuit is implemented on a solderless breadboard. In this board components 
are just plugged on strips of spring clips under a perforated plastic case.  As components are 
not soldered, this prototyping board allows fast experimenting with the circuit design. On the 
other hand, it cannot accommodate SMD devices without using adapter boards, it has 
electronic limitations (voltage, current and frequency), and worst circuit performance due to 
this non permanent connections. Additionally, it is not a very reliable circuit, circuits need a 
lot of space, and board must not be subjected to shocks or moving physical conditions. In 
this phase some complicated parts where implemented using commercial breakout boards, 
small PCBs with only a part of the final circuit, like the Real Time Clock or the SD card 
circuits. 
Design 2: Soldered matrix prototype board  
In the second phase a matrix board prototype with soldered through hole components is 
implemented. This board has all circuit parts soldered, but the connections between circuit 
parts are done by hand with solder and wires. It is a more robust approximation of the final 
production circuit to do the overall hardware test and approve the final circuit schematic. 
However it is a very craftsmanship and slow work not valid for production.  
Design 3: PCB prototype 
In the third phase the circuit schematic and part list is tested and works properly it is the 
moment to design a PCB, where the paths between electronic parts are implemented on a 
copper layer through chemical or mechanical processes. It provides a very clean circuit 
where only the electronic parts must be soldered. It does not allow easy correction of errors 
like in the matrix board. There is, however, a broad list of available software that helps in the 
design of the board, warning for errors, some of them allow even run virtual tests on the 
board.   
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6.3 First design: breadboard prototype 
This board allows the fast testing of different solutions and components as those 
components are not soldered, but plugged. In this phase an initial schematic of the shield 
circuit was made and tested with the Arduino Due platform. Figure 6-2 shows the breadboard 
circuit. This is a simplified version of the circuit, where the microSD and the RTC have been 
implemented using available breakout boards, and the CAN transceivers use an adaptor 
board to be able to connect SOIC chips to the Breadboard.  
 
Figure 6-2 Breadboard circuit connected to Arduino Due. 
Breakout boards are small PCBs with a circuitry designed to do a single functionality but due 
its number of components of complexity would be too complicated to be build on the 
breadboard. These boards include a header pins with the inputs and outputs that match the 
breadboard 0.1' pin distance. The breakout boards selected, shown on, are open hardware 
items, selected because their design and bill of materials is available. On the matrix 
prototype this breakout boards will be substituted by its components and their circuits 
integrated in the design of the new board.  
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Figure 6-3 microSD and ChronoDot breakout boards. 
The transceivers were not available in a DIP package, so it was necessary an adapter board 
to be able to connect their pins to the circuit. Figure 6-4 shows the transceiver IC and the 
same chip build on the adapter board. This board has pins soldered with the distance of 0.1' 
of breadboards. Opposite to breakout boards, this adapter boards consist of one to one 
connection of each pin, without any other parts or circuit on it. 
 
Figure 6-4 SOIC IC and the same chip after soldered on the adapter board. 
This board consists of the following items: 
• microSD breakout board 
• RTC breakout board 
• Other elements: 
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• Transceiver 
• Resistors (I2C Pull-up, CAN bus end) 
6.4 Second design: matrix board prototype 
The matrix board is an intermediate step between the breadboard design and the final PCB 
design. Figure 6-5 shows the both sides of the matrix prototype board of the shield. This 
board allows checking the circuit the routing, placement of components and the overall 
functionality of the circuit with a more robust build as the breadboard.  
 
Figure 6-5 Matrix prototype board of the data logger shield, both sides. 
In this case a single layer matrix board has been used. On the top side there are all the 
components, whereas on the bottom side all the soldering is done. The main difference 
between the previous breadboard design and this second prototype board is that the 
breakout boards are no longer there.  
Construction of the prototype 
On a matrix board prototype the circuit parts are soldered to a standard matrix prototype 
board. There are different models of matrix boards, some of them shown in Figure 6-6.   
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Figure 6-6 Different prototype boards: matrix board single and double layer, left and right respectively. 
For this thesis it has been chosen a single layer matrix prototype board with a 0.1' distance 
between matrix points.  
The microSD and the RTC breakout boards have been substituted by an integrated design of 
their circuitry in our board design. Equivalent elements to those in the breakout boards have 
been implemented, in this case through-hole versions of passive elements, and DIP versions 
of the ICs when available. Table 6-1 shows the selected items that substitute each breakout 
board: 
microSD slot items  RTC items 
CDHC4050E DIP-16   DS3231SN 
IC Socket 16  DIP SOIC Adapter 16 pins 
microSD Card Adapter  Battery halter (BH-1620PCB) 
Capacitor 100nF PTH  Battery CR1632 
Capacitor 10uF/10V PTH  Capacitor 100nF PTH 
LED PTH  2 x Resistors 4k7 PTH 1/8 W 
Resistor 1k PTH 1/8 W   
Table 6-1 Selected items to replace the breakout boards. 
Only one of the ICs was available in DIP package. On the Figure 6-5 there are four ICs, three 
of them in adapter boards and one on a DIP socket. Ideally, it would be better to use all ICs 
with DIP packages, because their pins match the solder points of the matrix board. However 
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the DS3231 and the SN65HVD234D are not available in this package. In those cases, 
adapter boards were still being used. Table 6-2 shows the list of items used in this design. 
Part Name Quantity 
Single layer matrix protoboard 100x75 mm 1 
DIP SOIC Adapter board 8 pins 2 
DIP SOIC Adapter board 16 pins 1 
SN65HVD234D 2 
DS3231SN 1 
Battery halter (BH-1620PCB) 1 
Battery CR1632 1 
Resistors 120 PTH 1/4 W 2 
Resistors 4k7 PTH 1/8 W 4 
Resistors 1k1 PTH 1/4W 1 
LED TH 1 
Capacitor 100nF PTH 4 
Capacitor 10uF/10V PTH 3 
Screw terminal 2 inputs,  2.54mm 2 
Arduino Stackable Pin headers 1x08 3 
Pin header standard male 1x02 ; M02PTH 2 
Pin header standard male 1x04 ; M04PTH 5 
Pin header standard male 2x02  1 
Pin header standard male 1x07  1 
Pin header standard male 1x08  2 
Pin header standard female 1x04 4 
Pin header standard female 1x08 2 
Pin header standard female 1x07 1 
Jumpers 2 
microSD Card Adapter 1 
DuPont jumper wire female connectors 6 
DuPont female housing 2x3 1 
microSD Card 4GB 1 
CDHC4050E DIP-16 1 
IC Socket 16 pins 1 
Table 6-2 Matrix prototype board parts. 
The items have been placed by functionality groups, on the board, trying to minimize the 
crossing of connections as much as possible. Once the elements are placed in their final 
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spots, they must be connected using lead bridges and/or wire lines. The final design was 
done with the use of Fritzing [10]. Figure 6-7 shows Fritzing final design, which was later 
soldered on the prototype board shown above in Figure 6-5.  
 
Figure 6-7 Matrix protoboard schematic from Fritzing tool. 
Pin headers 
The board implements the necessary pin headers to be able to connect the shield to the 
Arduino platform. Here a necessary workaround is necessary to adapt standard perforated 
boards to the Arduino [D8-SCL1] stackable header, which is spaced only 0.16" instead of the 
standard 0.2". To solve this problem the pins were slightly bended to fit the matching pins on 
the Arduino Due. This problem will be solved in the final PCB design, were there is not a 
standard distance between points. This board does not allow the stack of other shields, 
therefore, only some of the pin headers where built.  
SPI Pins 
The SPI pins are female and should be on the underneath side of the board. However single 
side boards do not have a copper layer on the top side of the board, and this pin should be 
soldered from the bottom, where the normal SPI header has the plastic cover. This problem 
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has been solved soldering DuPont female pins, see Figure 6-8, on the bottom side of the 
board and bending the ends above the board to give some mechanical support.  
 
Figure 6-8 DuPont female pins with 2x6 housing. 
The final design of the board was done using silver wire as much as possible, employing the 
enamelled wire only in the parts where it was the only possibility, as it is visible on Figure 
6-5. 
6.5 Third design: Printed Circuit Board prototype 
The previous Matrix board has as main disadvantage the design needs too much space, it is 
difficult to make each connection by hand, and does not allow to place the last pin header in 
the correct place. PCB design of the board, shown in Figure 6-9, allows a more clean design 
of the circuit with narrower tracks, the use of smaller SMD parts and to place the header pin 
in the right place. 
PCB Design software 
The design of the PCB has been done with Eagle CAD Light Edition, version 7.2.0. Eagle 
CAD is a popular program for PCB design. Although it is proprietary software, it has a free 
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version for hobbyist and non-profit projects, Eagle CAD Light (with a 65€ License costs in 
case of commercial use).   
the limitations of the Light edition of This free version limits the number of layers up to 2, the 
size of the board up to a maximal size of 4 x 3.2 inches (approx. 100mm x 80 mm) and its 
use is limited to non-profit applications.  
To ease the design process and minimize sources of error, the design was kept as similar as 
possible to the matrix board design. However, the use of two layers, the different size of the 
routing and components, and specially the use of ground planes in both layers has 
introduced some differences between on the design. The use of SMD components has 
allowed more room in the shield, letting space to include new parts in further upgrades. 
 Figure 6-9 shows the board final design on Eagle CAD with all working layers visible, with 
each of them represented with a different colour. 
 
Figure 6-9 PCB Design on Eagle CAD. 
The colours on Figure 6-9 identify the different layers on the board. The red colour identifies 
the top layer and the blue the bottom layer. To ease the visibility only the tracks are shown. 
The ground planes are hidden by default but they can be shown on demand. The green 
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colour marks the vias and platted holes that connect both sides of the board. Finally, the 
white and yellow layers show the top and bottom annotations respectively.  
These layers must not be confused with the Gerber files, shown in appendix A.2. Although 
they are quite similar, the Gerber files are the manufacturing layers of the board. Those files 
are configured and generated from Eagle CAD using the CAM processor option, shown in 
Figure 6-10 .  
 
Figure 6-10 CAM processor window to generate Gerber files on Eagle CAD. 
This board has six Gerber files corresponding to the top and bottom pad layers, the top and 
bottom solder mask and the top and bottom silkscreen.   
The pad layer is the cupper, where the tracks and pads are carved. The solder mask is a 
paint that covers all the board cupper exposing only the pads where the components will be 
soldered. In this board is the green colour that covers almost all of it. The silkscreen is simple 
text and drawings printed on the board. In this case are items names, positioning aid for ICs 
or board part number information. 
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Table 6-3 shows the components list of the PCB. Items marked with (*) have a change of 
package type from the previous matrix board design: 
Part Name Quantity 
PCB  1 
Macetech Keystone 3012 (*) 1 
Battery CR1632 1 
HRS DM3D microSD card slot (*) 1 
SN65HVD234D CAN bus Transceiver 2 
CD74HC4050M (*) 1 
Macetech DS3231SN Real Time Clock 1 
Capacitor 0,1uF C0805 (*) 4 
Capacitor 10uF/10V CEUC0805 (*) 3 
LED 0805 (*) 1 
Resistor 4k7 R0805 (*) 8 
Resistor 1k1 R0805 (*) 1 
Resistor 120 R0805 (*) 2 
Screw terminals;  2 inputs;  2.54mm 2 
Pin header standard male 1x02  2 
Jumpers 2 
Arduino Mega Stackable Pin Header Kit 1 
Table 6-3 PCB shield prototype parts. 
Prototype manufacturing 
Once the board design is done, the Eagle CAD files (or Gerber files) are submitted to a PCB 
manufacturer and an order is placed. This thesis PCBs were ordered to Eurocircuits [11]. 
Figure 6-11 shows both side of the PCBs received. 
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Figure 6-11  Manufactured PCB, both sides, before the assembly of electronic parts. 
PCB testing 
After reception of the PCBs, power supply and Ground connection are tested with the 
multimeter to check that there are not errors in the design that could cause a short when the 
shield is connected to the main board. This is done because a short on the shield board 
could damage the main microcontroller board.  
Soldering of electronic components 
Once the pads are proved, the next step is the solder of the SMD parts listed on Table 6-3 on 
the corresponding pads. Best practice is to start with the smaller parts first, letting the bigger 
parts for the end. This makes it easier to work with the soldering iron on the board.  
Solder joints Test 
Finally the SMD parts and board pins are checked and tested with the multimeter to proof 
that all solders are write and discard short between close pins and discard bad solder joints: 
shorts between close pins or cold solder joints. 
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7 CAN logger Shield 
The Arduino microcontroller platform does not have all the components necessary for the 
functionality described on the specifications. However, Arduino board provides a series of pin 
headers on top that allow the plug in of complementary hardware to extend its capabilities. 
Those boards are named "Shield" in the Arduino lingo.  
The first task of this Thesis has been the development of a custom CAN bus shield for the 
Arduino platform presented in previous chapter. Figure 7-1 shows the final design of this 
shield. 
 
Figure 7-1 CAN logger Shield designed in this Thesis. 
The shield designed provides the Arduino Due board with the following functionalities: 
• CAN Transceivers. The microcontroller Atmel SAM3X8E build on the Arduino DUE  
features two CAN controllers, however lacks the suitable transceivers on the board 
necessary to interface the CAN bus controller with the physical bus. The shield 
provides two screw terminals, two transceivers and the optional termination resistors. 
• Removable and large memory device. The board has an internal 512 KB flash 
memory but it is not enough memory for data logging purposes. The shield 
implements a microSD slot and the necessary circuit to be able to use microSD cards 
to store data.  
• Real time clock with external power supply. The Atmel chip has an internal clock but 
the power supply pins to power up the clock when the board is not in use were 
disabled on the Arduino Due Board. Therefore, the shield provides an external RTC 
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based with its own power supply is necessary to keep the calendar and clock up to 
date between turn on cycles. 
Design corrections on the PCB prototype 
After the reception of manufactured boards and the soldering of components some minor 
errors and improvement aspects have been identified: 
• A via is too close to the battery holder positive pole. Although this part of the battery 
clip should not touch the board, it has been considered better to move the battery clip 
0.5 inches.  
• When mounting the Shield on the Arduino Due board, the CAN0 screw terminal 
through hole pins collide with the power supply connector of the Arduino Due board. 
The final design this screw terminal has been moved 0.1 inches. 
• H (CAN High) and L (CAN Low) labels on both CAN bus inputs have been printed on 
the wrong line on the prototype board. Labels have been corrected. 
• Standard ceramic 10uF capacitors were built on the prototype PCB instead of 
electrolytic capacitors. This are smaller and do not need so large pads. 
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8 Firmware 
This chapter explains the main features of the firmware developed for the microcontroller. 
This early version of the firmware focuses on the basic functionality of the hardware. For 
further details please refer to the source code provided with this document.  
8.1 Structure 
The firmware is divided in three main parts:  
• Interruptions: configures the hardware interruptions and assigns each the 
corresponding service routines.  
• Initialization: initializes all hardware and software modules to predefined values. 
• Main loop: includes all tasks that are not time critic. It is and endless loop that works 
until the logger is shut down. 
8.2 Interrupt Service Routines 
This section presents the interruption routines specific for the logging functionality.  
The logger uses interruptions to no notify the following events: 
• CAN message arrival 
• SD buffer block of 512 Bytes full 
CAN interrupt 
It is generated when a CAN message is received on each of the CAN channels. The 
interruption service routine generates the additional information to complete the log line 
adding the following items: 
• Timestamp: it is calculated from subtraction of the last incoming event form the 
current millis() value. 'millis()' is an internal timer from the microcontroller or the real 
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time clock that stores the milliseconds elapsed since power-up. It uses an unsigned 
long variable and can stored milliseconds values up to 49 days before overflow.    
• CAN channel: The can channel is provided in the interruption call. 
• Reception/transmission: this value is set in the interruption call to Rx as the logger 
does not currently transmit any data.  
The remaining values are already present on the CAN frame object.: 
• CAN id: Incoming message ID 
• DLC: Length of data bytes present in the frame 
• Data Bytes: the data values.   
Notice, that, by default all incoming IDs generate an interruption but it is possible to filter 
which message IDs launch the interruption using up to 8 IDs filters per Channel. 
There are other interruptions that are already configured through the support libraries. Like 
the SD buffer full, or timers' overflows. Those interruptions are detailed in the corresponding 
libraries. The libraries used are described on following section 8.6. 
SD buffer interrupt 
To optimize the access on the SD card the data is written in complete blocks of 512 Bytes. 
To do so, incoming data is stored in a temporary buffer on RAM until it overcomes the size of 
512 bytes. Then this interrupts is triggered to perform the write operation on the SD card.  
8.3 Initialization 
This part of the code runs after power-up the microcontroller. It configures the following 
necessary resources for the data logging functionalities:  
Serial communication. Initializes the serial communication to 9600 bauds. 
Real Time Clock module. Initializes the real time clock module.  
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SD Card module. Initializes the SD access. Checks if card is present, configures the 
data transfer rate and buffers size. 
Initialize CAN buses. Sets the CAN bus baud rates to 256 kbps, set filters to log all 
input data, assigns the interruption routines on message incomes. 
8.4 Main loop 
The main loop can be configured to do non critical operations. In this application the data 
logging operations are attended through interruptions, therefore, is currently this loop empty. 
In future applications it could be used to attend serial input, to do some mathematic 
operations with the data among other non priority tasks. 
In current code as there is any data to operate with, a clock has been implemented in the 
main loop. This loop includes a delay that stops the loop for a given time. However, as the 
CAN data incomes are attended in interrupts they are not affected by this delay. 
8.5 CANLoggerLib library 
The CANLoggerLib is a custom library that has been created to ease programming when the 
Shield is build on top of the Arduino due. This library includes all dependent libraries and 
contains necessary functions to log data in the ASCII format specified in section 8.7.  
This library includes the following functions: 
initializeRTC: this function initializes the RTC module. It is also the default mode to 
setup the RTC date and time values. On each initialization the function proofs that the 
RTC date and time are set and are newer than program file last compilation. In case 
the RTC has lost the right date values due to, for example, the lack of a support 
battery, their values are set to last compilation date and time. Therefore to set the 
RTC to right Date and Time values with this default method it is necessary to provide 
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the RTC with a battery and compile and load a new version of the firmware. Then will 
the RTC get the compilation date and time values. 
setRTCDateTime: this function sets the RTC with the provided date and time values. 
With this function the RTC can be set at any time and with any valid date and time 
value.  
showRTCDateTime: this function returns a string with the current date and  time 
values.  
initializeSD: initializes the SD card with the defined standard properties on SD 
library. During initialization it is proof if card is present and readable. 
SDcardinfo: Checks SD card properties and returns the information through Serial. 
The following information is provided: SDCard Type, FAT Type, Volume Size and list 
of files found on the card. 
createLogFile: This function creates a new log file with a consecutive number. The 
base name can be modified in source code, but must be kept under 6 characters, as 
SD library allows only 8 char long names and the last two characters are reserved for 
the file number. 
writeLog: This function writes a log entry on the ASCII file following the format 
specified in section 8.7. 
writeHeaderSerial: This function shows on Serial output the data header of an ASCII 
file. This is a test function for development and debugging purposes only. 
writeFrameSerial: This function shows on Serial output a data frame with the same 
format as it is stored in the ASCII file. This is a test function for development only.  
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8.6 Referenced libraries 
Libraries are set of code organized in structures in order to extend the language upon they 
are programmed.  This project uses some libraries specifically written for the hardware 
implemented. Those libraries are open source, and therefore it is possible to edit and modify 
them as desired, respecting the Open Source Licenses under which are written. Included 
libraries must be available at the time of compiling. 
 There are two groups of libraries: Arduino official libraries and 3rd party libraries. Official 
libraries are provided with the Arduino IDE, whereas 3rd party libraries must be downloaded 
from other sources, most of them provided from manufacturers websites or GitHub Site. 
Arduino official libraries: 
Arduino.h: this header file includes the Arduino basis libraries that configure the 
board and enable the Arduino special commands. This library call is automatically 
included when using the Arduino IDE and '.ino' files. If alternative development 
environments are used, a call to this library should be included on the source file.   
Wire.h: this library provides I2C communication. It is necessary to communicate with 
the RTC via the SCL1 and SDL1 pins. 
SD.h: This library provides a set of classes and methods to do SD card operations. It 
is based on a previous version of SDfatlib by William Greyman. 
SPI.h: This library provides SPI bus communication, necessary to communicate with 
the SD card.  
3rd Party Libraries:  
Due_Can Library: There is still not an official Arduino library available. As Arduino 
Due is the first board to implement a CAN transceiver, it is a feature not yet popular 
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enough to release an official library. However there were enough interest on users to 
develop a 3rd library themselves with support from Arduino and Atmel [12] 
The 'due_can' library is, according to Arduino forums, the currently the most popular 
and complete CAN bus library available for Arduino Due boards. However this board 
needs additional hardware to be functional: CAN transceivers and support hardware.  
Library source data and additional information can be found on the following link:  
Source:  https://github.com/collin80/due_can 
RTClib: This library provided by Adafruit manufacturer provides basic functionality for 
the real time clock. It is based on a lower quality chip of the same family; therefore not 
all capabilities of the DS3231 have been implemented on this library. 
Source:  https://github.com/adafruit/RTClib 
8.7 Log file format 
The chosen file format is a version compatible with Vector ASCII Log files. This format has 
been adopted for many applications, included CANalyzer tool. 
This format consists of a header with the following keywords: 
• Date 
• Base 
• Timestamp 
• Internal Events /No Internal Events 
Example:  
Comments must begin with ':' or '//' 
Each data row includes the following fields: 
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tstamp Chn CANId RxTx D DLC Byte1 Byte2 Byte3 Byte4 Byte5 Byte6 Byte7 Byte8 
0.659 1 200 Rx d 8 00 01 02 03 4F 5A 2D E0 
Table 8-1 Data row fields, with sample values on second row. 
tstamp (Timestamp):  a Double value with absolute or relative time. Uses '.' as decimal 
separator. 
Chn (CAN Channel):  an Integer value with the channel that received or sent the data. 
RxTx:  Rx for received data, Tx for transmitted data. 
d:   A text symbol. 
DLC:  Length of data, in bytes. A number between 1 and 8. 
Byte#:  Each of the data bytes, with # a number between 1 and 8. 
The fields are separated by spaces or tabulator symbol. 
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9 Selected application to read the data 
Initially it was planned the development of a custom application to read the data and show it 
in a customized way that is useful for the racing team. However due to the delays in the 
development of the hardware and the lack of time to meet the team members to define that 
tool properly, it has been considered better let the design of the application as a future work. 
Instead a commercial application, CANalyzer, has been chosen to load and analyze the data 
files. Its free demo version is enough to use it as data analysis tool.  
9.1 CAN bus analyse tool: CANalyzer 
CANalyzer is a software application from Vector GmbH. It has been selected because it can 
read log files in ASCII format. The format, developed by Vector itself, is nowadays of 
common use on the automotive sector. It is implemented in Vector GmbH tools but also other 
manufacturer's applications like Matlab and DIAdem include plug-ins to open log files in this 
format. The firmware of the developed solution has been programmed to create files 
compatibles with the Vector ASCII format. 
For the purpose of this thesis CANalyzer must be used in offline mode and a file with logged 
data must be loaded, as it is show in Figure 9-1. 
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Figure 9-1 CANalyzer replaying data from a file. 
Figure 9-1 shows also the data display window. In this window signals from the messages 
frames can be selected and shown in different modes: graphic, numeric value, among other 
graphical display options. To be able to select the signals it is necessary to load a CAN 
database. This can be done with the tool CANdb++ another tool from Vector GmbH included 
in the CANalyzer package: CANdb++ presented in following section.  
The replay button allows seeing the evolution of logged signals along the recording time.     
9.2 CAN Database tool: CANdb++ 
CANalyzer includes a tool called CANdb++ to create message databases. With this tool it is 
possible to configure how signals values are distributed through the bits of the message 
frame. Additionally it is also possible to configure some signal properties like offset, units and 
factor. Figure 9-2 show the signal configuration window. 
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Figure 9-2 CANdb++ configuration window. 
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10 Laboratory testing platform 
This chapter describes the testing platform developed to test the data logging system 
10.1 System description 
The laboratory testing platform consist of an Arduino UNO microcontroller platform with a 
CAN shield that simulate a vehicle ECU. This unit can be programmed to send predefined 
CAN messages or to generate message data from input sensors connected in input digital or 
analog ports. Figure XX show the test platform developed connected to the data logging 
system.   
 
Figure 10-1 Test circuit with an Arduino Uno and the Arduino Due with CAN shield. 
10.2 Arduino Uno platform and CAN bus shield 
Arduino UNO is a simpler microcontroller platform of the Arduino Family. It uses an Atmel 
ATmega328 chip and the main properties are shown below. 
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Figure 10-2 Arduino Uno and CAN shield. 
Arduino Uno main features [13]:  
• Microcontroller:  ATmega328 [14] 
• Clock Speed:  16 MHz 
• Operating voltage:  5V 
• Input voltage:  7-12V 
• Digital I/O Pins:  14 (6 of them provide PWM output) 
• Analog Input Pins:  6 
• Flash Memory:  32 KB 
• SRAM:  2KB 
• EEPROM:  1KB 
It has been complemented with a shield board to enable a single CAN bus capabilities. 
Sparkfun CAN shield [15]:  
• CAN v2.0B up to 1 Mb/s (Microchip MCP2515, MCP2551) 
• High speed SPI Interface (10 MHz) 
•     Socket for EM406 GPS module 
•     Micro SD card holder 
•     Connector for serial LCD 
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•     Reset button 
•     Joystick control menu navigation control 
It uses a different CAN transceiver - CAN controller technology, as those used in the Arduino 
Due. This is due to the different supply voltage of both platforms: Arduino Due uses 3.3 V 
supply voltages whereas Arduino UNO works with 5V supply. This is not a problem to 
communicate both boards through CAN bus, but the libraries and programming of both 
platforms are different. 
This board simulates a vehicle ECU that sends a set of messages on a regular basis. It can 
also be programmed to react to some input data, like analog measures, or digital inputs, 
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11 Project plan 
The initial plan has been modified due to the decision of building the hardware. This decision 
has reduced the time available to develop the software part. The main reason to develop the 
hardware was the opportunity to gain experience on that field with the support of the tutor 
and the university. Additionally, I plan to guide my career towards the hardware development 
and this could be a very important experience.  
The originally planned three modules were reduced to a single one and instead it was added 
the development of the shield with its three development phases: breadboard circuit, matrix 
board prototype and final PCB prototype. As it was my first hardware development 
experience it was considered better to reduce the complexity of the hardware, to minimize 
the source of errors. Therefore, the GPS and the remote transmission module have been 
removed from this first version of the shield, keeping only the CAN bus communication, the 
SD card and Real Time Clock parts. The shield still includes stackable pin headers to allow 
the development of subsequent boards with functionalities that could be added to the current 
module.    
The Project plan, Figure 11-1, has been divided in the following 5 groups: "Preparation", 
"Platform selection", "Data logger module", "Demo construction" and "Documentation".  
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Figure 11-1 Project plan. 
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"Preparation" group includes all initial work related to the preparation of the thesis, like 
literature research, conceptualization and project specifications. 
"Platform selection" group includes all work related to the selection of the microcontroller 
platform. It takes further the state of the art analysis with and the elaboration of the 
comparative study of alternatives. After the decision to use a microcontroller instead of a 
minicomputer, more exhaustive specifications were written. This group ends with the final 
task of selecting and buying one of the studied platforms. 
The "Data logger module" group holds all tasks related with the development of the 
module. It is divided in four subgroups, one for each of the three hardware prototype and a 
final group for the firmware programming tasks.   
"Demo construction". It was not possible to test the module with a real car ECU due to the 
lack of CAN bus Database data. Therefore, in the meanwhile a car ECU was simulated using 
a development platform. "Demo construction" groups all tasks related with the construction 
and programming of this module.  
"Documentation". The last group holds all documentation tasks necessary to fulfil 
throughout the Thesis, from the Thesis registration report up to the final presentation. The 
main task of this group is the writing of the Thesis report. 
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12 Economic analysis 
The aim of this Thesis is to produce a functional prototype to test in the "Beyond the Formula 
Student" project. Therefore all the prototypes shown in this thesis were built. This chapter 
shows the economic impact of the development and production costs of the custom data 
logger.  
12.1 Research and Development costs 
Research and development costs consider all the costs involved in the development of the 
product. The cost is divided in material costs and human resources costs. Table 12-1 shows 
the project cost summary.  
Concept  Cost(€) 
Material resources   520,27 € 
Human resources   23.475,00 € 
TOTAL PROJECT DEVELOPMENT COST: 23.995,27 € 
Table 12-1 Project development costs. 
Following sections shows those costs in detail. 
12.1.1 Material resources 
These costs include all material employed in the development of the product including 
components and development tools. It has been divided in groups to ease the 
understanding.   
Equipment and software Costs 
The following items are subjected to depreciation. Their purchase cost have been divided 
between the expected life of the product resulting number is shown in the column Cost per 
Year. All the items have been used for a period of 9 months (0.75 years). 
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Equipment Cost per  Year 
Quantity 
(years) Cost Comments 
Computer 187,50 € 0,75 140,63 €   
Solder station 10,00 € 0,75 7,50 €  
Multimeter  11,43 € 0,75 8,57 €  
Tools 20,00 € 0,75 15,00 €  (Screwdrivers, tweezers, desolder pump, etc.) 
TOTAL: 171,70 € 
 Table 12-2 Equipment costs. 
Software costs, shown in Table 12-3, are zero because this is an education project. Those 
costs could increase if the project would be developed commercially because some of the 
free licenses used in this project allow non-profit or non-commercial projects only. 
Software Cost per  Year 
Quantity 
(years) Cost Comments 
Eagle CAD light 7.2.0 Light Ed. 0,00 € 0,75 0,00 € Free for non-Profit development (Profit dev. From 60€)  [16] 
Arduino IDE 1.5.8 0,00 € 0,75 0,00 € Free Open Source [17] 
Visual Studio Community 2013  0,00 € 0,75 0,00 € Free for private use and companies below 5 workers [18] 
Visual micro plug-in 0,00 € 0,75 0,00 € Light version for non commercial use [4] 
Eclipse 4.4.2 (Luna) 0,00 € 0,75 0,00 € Open source [19] 
Arduino Eclipse plug-in 0,00 € 0,75 0,00 € Open source [3] 
CANalyzer 8.5 Demo Version 0.00 € 0.75 0,00 € Free Demo version [20] 
TOTAL: 0,00 €  
Table 12-3 Software used and licenses costs. 
In the case of Development environments it is possible to choose an Open Source 
Alternative Eclipse + Eclipse Plug-in instead of Visual Studio 2013 + Visual Micro. For the 
Eagle CAD Software it was not found an equivalent open source alternative, however the 
license cost for this project purpose is very affordable, with the Eagle CAD Light version for a 
price of 69€.     
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Basic parts and consumables (for all prototypes): 
 
Name 
Unit 
cost Quantity Cost Comment 
Arduino DUE 45,00 € 1 45,00 €  
Arduino UNO 25,00 € 1 25,00 €  
Arduino UNO CAN shield 45,25 € 1 45,25 €  
Complements for all the 
boards  30,00 € 1 30,00 € 
(USB cables, connection wires, 
mounting brackets, etc.) 
Consumables 30,00 € 1 30,00 € (Solder, wire, desolder braid, etc.) 
TOTAL: 175,25 € 
 Table 12-4 Basic parts and consumables costs. 
Prototypes building costs 
Three prototypes have been built during the development phase of the Thesis. Table 12-5 
shows the cost of the breadboard prototype, Table 12-6 shows the costs of the matrix 
protoboard prototype and finally Table 12-7 and Table 12-8 show the cost of the PCB parts 
and the PCB manufacturing respectively. 
Part Name Unit Cost (€) Quantity Cost(€) 
Breadboard 2,50 € 1 2,50 € 
jumper wire set 2,50 € 1 2,50 € 
MicroSD Card Breakout ADA254 12,79 € 1 12,79 € 
Breakout RTC ChronoDot 16,66 € 1 16,66 € 
SN65HVD234D 2,47 € 2 4,94 € 
DIP SOIC Adapter board 8 pins 0,55 € 2 1,09 € 
Battery CR1632 0,50 € 1 0,50 € 
Resistors 120 PTH 1/4 W 0,02 € 2 0,04 € 
Resistors 4k7 PTH 1/8 W 0,06 € 2 0,13 € 
Resistors 1k1 PTH 1/4W 0,05 € 1 0,05 € 
microSD Card 4GB 4,00 € 1 4,00 € 
TOTAL: 45,20 € 
Table 12-5 Breadboard prototype cost. 
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Part Name Unit Cost (€) Quantity Cost (€) 
Single layer matrix  prototype PCB 1,05 € 1 1,05 € 
DIP SOIC Adapter board 8 pins 0,55 € 2 1,09 € 
DIP SOIC Adapter board 16 pins 1,09 € 1 1,09 € 
SN65HVD234D 2,47 € 2 4,94 € 
DS3231SN 9.31 € 1 9.31 € 
Battery halter (BH-1620PCB) 2,50 € 1 2,50 € 
Battery CR1632 0,50 € 1 0,50 € 
Resistors 120 PTH 1/4 W 0,02 € 2 0,04 € 
Resistors 4k7 PTH 1/8 W 0,06 € 4 0,26 € 
Resistors 1k1 PTH 1/4W 0,05 € 1 0,05 € 
LED TH 0,09 € 1 0,09 € 
Capacitor 100nF PTH 0,083 4 0,33 € 
Capacitor 10uF/10V PTH 0,25 € 3 0,76 € 
Screw terminals;  2 inputs; 2.54mm 0,50 € 2 1,00 € 
Arduino Stackable Pin headers 1x08 1,00 € 3 3,00 € 
Pin header standard male 1x02 ; M02PTH 0,38 € 2 0,76 € 
Pin header standard male 1x04 ; M04PTH 0,43 € 5 2,17 € 
Pin header standard male 2x02  0,46 € 1 0,46 € 
Pin header standard male 1x07  0,83 € 1 0,83 € 
Pin header standard male 1x08  0,91 € 2 1,83 € 
Pin header standard female 1x04 0,69 € 4 2,78 € 
Pin header standard female 1x08 1,17 € 2 2,34 € 
Pin header standard female 1x07 1,15 € 1 1,15 € 
jumpers 0,17 € 2 0,34 € 
microSD Card Adapter 1,86 € 1 1,86 € 
Dupont female connectors 0,06 € 6 0,34 € 
Dupont Housing 2x3 0,07 € 1 0,07 € 
microSD Card 4GB 4,00 € 1 4,00 € 
CDHC4050E DIP-16 0,47 € 1 0,47 € 
IC Socket 16 0,92 € 1 0,92 € 
TOTAL: 46,32 € 
Table 12-6 Matrix protoboard costs.  
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Part Name Unit Cost (€) Quantity Cost(€) 
MACETECH_KEYSTONE_3012 0,53 € 1 0,53 € 
Battery CR1632 0,50 € 1 0,50 € 
MicroSD card slot ; HRS_DM3D 1,51 € 1 1,51 € 
SN65HVD234D 2,47 € 1 2,47 € 
CD74HC4050M 0,52 € 1 0,52 € 
DS3231SN 9,31 € 1 9,31 € 
Capacitor 100nF C0805 0,05 € 4 0,20 € 
Capacitor 10uF/10V CEUC0805 0,07 € 3 0,21 € 
LED0805 RED 0,08 € 1 0,08 € 
Resistor 4k7 R0805 0,02 € 8 0,19 € 
Resistor 1k1 R0805 0,03 € 1 0,03 € 
Resistor 120 R0805 0,03 € 2 0,05 € 
Screw terminals; 2 inputs; 2.54mm 0,50 € 2 1,00 € 
Pin header standard male 1x02 ; M02PTH 0,38 € 2 0,76 € 
jumpers 0,17 € 2 0,35 € 
Arduino Mega Stackable Pin Header Kit 3,49 € 1 3,49 € 
 
 TOTAL: 21,19 € 
Table 12-7 Electronic parts cost per PCB prototype shield. 
Table 12-8 shows the cost of the manufacturing of the board for an order of two boards. In 
this case there are no costs of the assembly because it was done by me, and therefore this 
cost has been passed on the engineering costs. However if more boards need to be built, 
those costs should be considered. 
PCB manufacturing Unit Cost Quantity Cost 
PCB manufacturing  60,61 € 1 60,61 € 
Assembly cost 0,00 € 1 0,00 € 
  TOTAL: 60,61 € 
Table 12-8 Manufacturing costs of the PCB prototype shield. 
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Materials resources costs summary: 
Entry   Cost 
Equipment    171,70 € 
Software   0,00 € 
Basics and Consumables   175,25 € 
Prototype 1 (breadboard)   45,20 € 
Prototype 2 (matrix protoboard)   46,32 € 
Prototype 3 (Components)   21,19 € 
Prototype 3 (PCB Manufacturing)   60,61 € 
  TOTAL: 520,27 € 
12.1.2 Human resources costs 
These are workforce cost of all the human resources roles involved in the development of the 
project. 
The following roles have been identified: 
Name Role Description / Estimate wage 
Analyst 
Its role is to do the general study of the product to develop the 
specifications, supervise the project and evaluate if the final product 
meets the requirements.  
Estimated wage: 35€/h 
Programmer 
Designs and Implements the firmware on the microcontroller board and 
the PC applications. 
Estimated wage: 30€/h 
Hardware 
technician 
Develops the hardware of the PCB. 
Estimated wage: 25€/h 
Table 12-9 Human resources profiles 
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Human resources profiles and tasks: 
Task Role Time (h) 
Price  
hour (€/h) Cost 
Conceptualisation, specifications and 
general design Analyst 175 35 6.125 € 
Platform selection Analyst 50 35 1.750 € 
Data logger module Specifications Analyst 15 35 525 € 
Data logger module bread board 
prototype design and implementation 
Hardware 
technician 75 25 1.875 € 
Data logger module matrix protoboard 
prototype design and implementation 
Hardware 
technician 75 25 1.875 € 
Data logger module PCB prototype 
design and implementation   
Hardware 
technician 125 25 3.125 € 
Firmware design and implementation Programmer 150 30 4.500 € 
Demo hardware Hardware technician 10 25 250 € 
Demo firmware Programmer 65 30 1.950 € 
Excel Application programming Programmer 50 30 1.500 € 
  
TOTAL: 23.475 € 
Table 12-10 Human resources estimated costs for the development of the Project. 
12.2 Estimation of production costs 
If the final product goes to mass production with an initial production of 1000 units per year, 
the costs of each unit would reduce due to economies of scale. Component handlers and 
board manufacturer offer discounts when products are purchased on large orders. To check 
the final price of a production unit, it has been calculated the cost of production of 100 units 
of the shield. 
Table 12-11 shows the electronic components costs per board for a production of 100 units. 
Compared to the cost of materials for the prototype board the price per board has been 
reduced from 23,66€ to 16,62€, which is a 30% cost reduction. 
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Shield PCB Parts Cost Unit Cost  Quantity Cost 
MACETECH_KEYSTONE_3012 0,55 € 1 0,55 € 
MicroSD card slot ; HRS_DM3D 1,18 € 1 1,18 € 
SN65HVD234D 1,79 € 2 1,79 € 
CD74HC4050M 0,21 € 1 0,21 € 
DS3231SN 5,48 € 1 5,48 € 
Capacitor 0,1uF C0805 0,03 € 4 0,12 € 
Capacitor 10uF/10V A3216-18R 0,05 € 3 0,14 € 
LED0805 0,07 € 1 0,07 € 
Resistor 4k7 R0805 0,01 € 8 0,11 € 
Resistor 1k1 R0805 0,01 € 1 0,01 € 
Resistor 120 R0805 0,01 € 2 0,03 € 
Screw terminal 02 2,54mm 0,48 € 2 0,96 € 
Pin header standard male 1x02 ; M02PTH 0,24 € 2 0,48 € 
jumpers 0,11 € 2 0,22 € 
Arduino Mega Stackable Pin Header Kit 3,49 € 1 3,49 € 
TOTAL: 16,62 € 
Table 12-11 Shield electronic parts costs per board for an order of 100 items. 
The PCB manufacturing unitary costs decreases drastically as the number of items ordered 
grows. In this case, unlike in the case of the prototype board, the assembly costs must be 
considered. Some PCB manufacturers offer the possibility to assemble the electronic parts in 
the same manufacturing process of the PCB. This option is cheaper, as do it later with own 
staff. Table shows the unitary cost of manufacturing and assemble the components on a 
series of 100 units. 
PCB Manufacture and assembly of electronic parts: 
PCB manufacturing Cost 
PCB Manufacturing 8,45€ 
PCB Assembly 15,86€ 
Table 12-12 Manufacturing costs of Shield PCB. Source: PCB-pool.com 
Source: www.pcb-pool.com 
The total costs of manufacture and assemble of 100 boards are 4092,54€, with a unitary cost 
of 40,93€ per shield. Table 12-13 shows the breakdown of the costs in its components. 
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Part Name Unitary Cost (€) Quantity Cost(€) 
PCB Manufacturing 8,45€ 100 845,06€ 
PCB Assembly 15,86€ 100 1585,68€ 
Electronic Components 16,62 € 100 1661,80€ 
TOTAL: 4.092,54€ 
Table 12-13 Total cost of producing 100 shields. (Unitary cost of 40.93€ per board). 
Source: PCB-pool, Mouser.de and Farnell.de 
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Summary 
The thesis main goal was the selection, construction and testing of a data acquisition system. 
These goals have been fulfilled; even though some further work must be done to adapt the 
system to the "Beyond the Formula Student" car.  
The platform selected with the custom-built hardware board works on lab tests. However real 
test on the vehicle could not yet be done, due to the lack of CAN database information and 
logistic difficulties, as I did not has an easy access to the car.  
This thesis involved the design and construction of a custom hardware board PCB. This 
process involved the creation of three prototypes with different level of sophistication until 
reach the final solution. It has been a positive experience with a lot of learned lessons.  
Due to my inexperience in this field, the development of the hardware has consumed more 
time than planned. As a result, the available time to explore the Arduino software and 
implement a more was limited and I could not develop the tool as much as I would like. 
To keep this bachelor thesis to an acceptable extend, it has focused only in one of the kernel 
functionalities: the CAN bus data logger. The platform was selected keeping in mind future 
development, so it has still a lot more capabilities than those currently in use. Moreover, 
during the design phase there were some ideas that would be interesting to develop. 
Following there are described the most interesting ideas to further develop. 
Suggested future works 
• GPS data module: The first proposal is the development of an update of the 
hardware including a GPS module able to send binary data as well as the standard 
NMEA codes. This task would include the study and test of different modules and 
protocols, including the use of differential GPS to increase the accuracy of position in 
Race Circuits. 
• Remote data transmission: This work would add the ability to send part of the data 
from the vehicle to a remote station, therefore reducing the time to reach the data for 
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those who do not sit on car. There are several technologies like Wi-Fi, UMTS or even 
Bluetooth, in case of short distances, to consider with regard to the transmission 
channel capacity and range factors. In this project, some of the different technologies 
could be tested in order to fulfil different needs like continuous data transmission, pit 
stop data transmission, among others.  
• Plot Tool: To avoid dependence of third party software, one development direction 
could be the design of a custom application to display the information fitting the racing 
team data analysis needs. A possible extension of this project could be the live 
streaming of data while the vehicle is on the track. 
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A. Shield schematics and PCB design 
A.1. Shield Schematic 
 
Figure 12-1 Shield schematic. 
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A.2. PCB Gerber files 
 
Figure 12-2 Silkscreen top 
 
 
Figure 12-3 Solder mask top 
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Figure 12-4 Signal top 
 
Figure 12-5 Signal bottom 
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Figure 12-6 Solder mask bottom 
 
Figure 12-7 Silkscreen bottom 
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